SM22 is required for the maintenance of actin-rich structures generated during bacterial infections.
The host actin cytoskeleton is utilized by an assortment of pathogenic bacteria to colonize and cause disease in their hosts. Two prominently studied actin-hijacking bacteria are enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) and Listeria monocytogenes. EPEC form actin-rich pedestals atop its host cells to move across the intestinal epithelia, while Listeria monocytogenes generate branched actin networks arranged as actin clouds around the bacteria and as comet tails for propulsion within and amongst their host cells. Previous mass spectrometry analysis revealed that a member of the calponin family of actin-bundling proteins, transgelin/SM22 was enriched in EPEC pedestals. To validate that finding and examine the role of SM22 during infections, we initially immunolocalized SM22 in EPEC and L. monocytogenes infected cells, used siRNA to deplete SM22 and EGFP-SM22 to overexpress SM22, then quantified the alterations to the bacterially generated actin structures. SM22 concentrated at all bacterially-generated actin structures. Depletion of SM22 resulted in fewer pedestals and comet tails and caused comet tails to shorten. The decrease in comet tail abundance caused a proportional increase in actin clouds whereas overexpression of SM22 reversed the actin cloud to comet tail proportions and increased comet tail length, while not influencing EPEC pedestal abundance. Thus, we demonstrate that SM22 plays a role in regulating the transitions and morphological appearance of bacterially generated actin-rich structures during infections.